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Lumpur Bulletin 2004). UniKL MIAT is equipped with facilities and amenities that cater for the intended courses,
inherently ingrained with aircrafts (commercial, transport and military), laboratories, experimental entities and
grounded engines of aircrafts (gas turbines and propellers). These available nouns pose a reasonable account on the
efficiency of lectures particularly within the 'hands-on' approach, discerning more on practicalities rather than theo
ries.

ECMS upon Grounded Propeller Engine

There exist monitoring systems which are developed for the purpose of formulating indications of the health of en
gines of propeller type. These are individualistic entities without the holistic nature of combinations of monitoring of
each equipment or part of the engine (The New Piper Aircraft Incorporated 1999a). The monitoring of peripherals is
done without synchronizations (The New Piper Aircraft Incorporated I999b). Hence, the amalgam of relevant data is
not procreated, deducing only discrete minute predictions upon the propeller engine.

Axioms

Holistic Structure

The ECMS of the grounded propeller engine would manage data from 4 sources located at the engine. These sources
are identified to be the cylinder head, exhaust, tube of fuel, and tube of manifold. Probes or gauges would be etched
onto these 4 locations to parlay relevant data from these locations toward a database (locally located). The data in the
database is in the form of binary. Application software (ad hoc internal procreation) of a desktop or laptop would
coherently read these raw binary data and produce significant conversions from binary to format of ASCII, arranging
the data into categories, columns and rows. Thus, data are readable to be interpreted.

The gauge that is etched onto the cylinder head measures the temperature of the cylinder head. The observation
of this parameter collectively induces postulations regarding the trends of the rise and fall of the temperature of the
designated location, deductively indicating an average time frame for the rise and fall of the temperature. Gamering
of more data of the temperature would possibly enhance or table predictions on the behaviour of the engine primarily
focusing on the efficiency of the engine during the fluctuations of temperature during operations. Behavioural aspects
of the engine contribute to the changing of peripherals (due to 'wear and tear') that are encompassed or dependable
upon the temperature of the engine.

The exhaust of the engine is susceptible to temperature rise and fall which could partially affect the potential
performance of the engine. Hence, a gauge is postulated to be contained in the exhaust to measure the inconsistency
of the temperature. The gauge or sensor would detect environmental temperature bounded by the exhaust.

The tube of fuel funnels fuel from the fuel tank of the airplane to the engine. A rapid fuel flow will ensures a
comprehensive combustion of the engine that in affect deploy acceleration of the airplane. While a minute movement
of fuel depicts an un-comprehensive combustion that would deny acceleration of the airplane (or only small incre
ments of acceleration). Measurement of this fuel flow bestows readings that would delineate the trend or pattern of
the flow of the fuel which in return could be used to attain the condition of the peripherals (tube offuel, piston, cylin
der and others) that are affected by the flow of the fuel.

The manifold tube of the aircraft is constantly induced with pressure during operational mode. It is within the
genre of ECMS to observe the anomalies and the normal distribution of pressure that exist during the period of
workable entity. A sensor or gauge would be placed at the manifold tube for this ad hoc purpose. It is plausible to
obtain a profound set of data representing the traits of the pressure of the manifold tube.
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